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Fisher's Wedding  Reel  Perth Assembly  Another group of strathspeys and reels:
GEORGE I. TAYLOR • this was written by J. Murdock Henderson, who com? piled a
book called The Flowers of Scottish Melody. Winston and a few other fiddlers were
using it exten? sively in the '50s and '60s, so many tunes are floating around in
Cape Breton from that collection. Like every other tune, almost, Winston's put little
differences • he's made melodic changes that suit his style.  Winston's style is very
articulate. It's got a lot of swing. Swing because of the dance • it's a dance style. At
the same time, he's more polished than your average dance fiddler. "Polished"
doesn't really get it. He has a lot of finesse. When he puts a tune together, he's
thought it out, he's worked it out. He goes through the book and then he uses his
ear. He knows what he's doing. His gracings, his fingering • very in? dividualistic,
the types of trills and stuff. It's difficult to notate Winston's style • we're getting the
bones of what Winston really would do here. I've marked a few trills and things in
here and there. I've tried to mark some intonation differences by the use of arrows,
where he's playing notes a little bit flat or a little bit sharp • that brings out the
flavour of the tune. I've put in grace notes. But all these things are not things that
should be thought of as dogmatically right or wrong. They are things that Win? ston
did, and did on this particular recording.  George I. Taylor  Stratlispey J. M.
Henderson  "'"''r'-;rrrjic'Q''ir riffrrrrr njfrrri>r '.'1.1-''  IL Blue Heron Gift Shop 
v7b00KS, GLASSWARE, FIGURINES, WOODENWARE, CRYSTAL r'        Gifts for All
Occasions  BADDECK, N. S.  295-3424  VoguB Cleaners  Prince street, Sydney *
Quality Same-Day Dry Cleaning *  SUEDES      REPAIRS  '4#i%. Skipper John's  'w.A
x'
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